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An Open-Source Framework for Adaptive Traffic
Signal Control
Wade Genders and Saiedeh Razavi
Abstract—Sub-optimal control policies in transportation sys-
tems negatively impact mobility, the environment and human
health. Developing optimal transportation control systems at the
appropriate scale can be difficult as cities’ transportation systems
can be large, complex and stochastic. Intersection traffic signal
controllers are an important element of modern transportation
infrastructure where sub-optimal control policies can incur high
costs to many users. Many adaptive traffic signal controllers
have been proposed by the community but research is lacking
regarding their relative performance difference - which adaptive
traffic signal controller is best remains an open question. This
research contributes a framework for developing and evaluating
different adaptive traffic signal controller models in simula-
tion - both learning and non-learning - and demonstrates its
capabilities. The framework is used to first, investigate the
performance variance of the modelled adaptive traffic signal
controllers with respect to their hyperparameters and second,
analyze the performance differences between controllers with
optimal hyperparameters. The proposed framework contains
implementations of some of the most popular adaptive traffic
signal controllers from the literature; Webster’s, Max-pressure
and Self-Organizing Traffic Lights, along with deep Q-network
and deep deterministic policy gradient reinforcement learning
controllers. This framework will aid researchers by accelerating
their work from a common starting point, allowing them to
generate results faster with less effort. All framework source code
is available at https://github.com/docwza/sumolights.
Index Terms—traffic signal control, adaptive traffic signal con-
trol, intelligent transportation systems, reinforcement learning,
neural networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ITIES rely on road infrastructure for transporting indi-viduals, goods and services. Sub-optimal control poli-
cies incur environmental, human mobility and health costs.
Studies observe vehicles consume a significant amount of fuel
accelerating, decelerating or idling at intersections [1]. Land
transportation emissions are estimated to be responsible for
one third of all mortality from fine particulate matter pollution
in North America [2]. Globally, over three million deaths are
attributed to air pollution per year [3]. In 2017, residents of
three of the United States’ biggest cities, Los Angeles, New
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York and San Francisco, spent between three and four days
on average delayed in congestion over the year, respectively
costing 19, 33 and 10 billion USD from fuel and individual
time waste [4]. It is paramount to ensure transportation systems
are optimal to minimize these costs.
Automated control systems are used in many aspects of
transportation systems. Intelligent transportation systems seek
to develop optimal solutions in transportation using intelli-
gence. Intersection traffic signal controllers are an important
element of many cities’ transportation infrastructure where
sub-optimal solutions can contribute high costs. Traditionally,
traffic signal controllers have functioned using primitive logic
which can be improved. Adaptive traffic signal controllers
can improve upon traditional traffic signal controllers by
conditioning their control on current traffic conditions.
Traffic microsimulators such as SUMO [5], Paramics, VIS-
SUM and AIMSUM have become popular tools for developing
and testing adaptive traffic signal controllers before field de-
ployment. However, researchers interested in studying adaptive
traffic signal controllers are often burdened with developing
their own adaptive traffic signal control implementations de
novo. This research contributes an adaptive traffic signal
control framework, including Webster’s, Max-pressure, Self-
organizing traffic lights (SOTL), deep Q-network (DQN) and
deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) implementations
for the freely available SUMO traffic microsimulator to aid
researchers in their work. The framework’s capabilities are
demonstrated by studying the effect of optimizing traffic signal
controllers hyperparameters and comparing optimized adaptive
traffic signal controllers relative performance.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Traffic Signal Control
An intersection is composed of traffic movements or ways
that a vehicle can traverse the intersection beginning from an
incoming lane to an outgoing lane. Traffic signal controllers
use phases, combinations of coloured lights that indicate when
specific movements are allowed, to control vehicles at the
intersection.
Fundamentally, a traffic signal control policy can be decou-
pled into two sequential decisions at any given time; what
should the next phase be and for how long in duration?
A variety of models have been proposed as policies. The
simplest and most popular traffic signal controller determines
the next phase by displaying the phases in an ordered sequence
known as a cycle, where each phase in the cycle has a fixed,
potentially unique, duration - this is known as a fixed-time,
cycle-based traffic signal controller. Although simple, fixed-
time, cycle-based traffic signal controllers are ubiquitous in
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transportation networks because they are predictable, stable
and effective, as traffic demands exhibit reliable patterns over
regular periods (i.e., times of the day, days of the week). How-
ever, as ubiquitous as the fixed-time controller is, researchers
have long sought to develop improved traffic signal controllers
which can adapt to changing traffic conditions.
Actuated traffic signal controllers use sensors and boolean
logic to create dynamic phase durations. Adaptive traffic signal
controllers are capable of acyclic phase sequences and dy-
namic phase durations to adapt to changing intersection traffic
conditions. Adaptive controllers attempt to achieve higher
performance at the expense of complexity, cost and reliability.
Various techniques have been proposed as the foundation for
adaptive traffic signal controllers, from analytic mathematical
solutions, heuristics and machine learning.
B. Literature Review
Developing an adaptive traffic signal control ultimately
requires some type of optimization technique. For decades
researchers have proposed adaptive traffic signal controllers
based on a variety of techniques such as evolutionary algo-
rithms [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] and heuristics such as pres-
sure [12], [13], [14], immunity [15], [16] and self-organization
[17], [18], [19]. Additionally, many comprehensive adaptive
traffic signal control systems have been proposed such as
OPAC [20], SCATS [21], RHODES [22] and ACS-Lite [23].
Reinforcement learning has been demonstrated to be an
effective method for developing adaptive traffic signal con-
trollers in simulation [6], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. Recently,
deep reinforcement learning has been used for adaptive traffic
signal control with varying degrees of success [29], [30], [31],
[32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39]. A comprehensive
review of reinforcement learning adaptive traffic signal con-
trollers is presented in Table I.
Readers interested in additional adaptive traffic signal con-
trol research can consult extensive review articles [40], [41],
[42], [43], [44].
Although ample research exists proposing novel adaptive
traffic signal controllers, it can be arduous to compare be-
tween previously proposed ideas. Developing adaptive traffic
signal controllers can be challenging as many of them require
defining many hyperparameters. The authors seek to address
this problem by contributing an adaptive traffic signal control
framework to address these problems and aid in their research.
C. Contribution
The authors’ work contributes in the following areas:
• Diverse Adaptive Traffic Signal Controller Implemen-
tations: The proposed framework contributes adaptive
traffic signal controllers based on a variety of paradigms,
the broadest being non-learning (e.g., Webster’s, SOTL,
Max-pressure) and learning (e.g., DQN and DDPG). The
diversity of adaptive traffic signal controllers allows re-
searchers to experiment at their leisure without investing
time developing their own implementations.
• Scalable, Optimized: The proposed framework is opti-
mized for use with parallel computation techniques lever-
aging modern multicore computer architecture. This fea-
ture significantly reduces the compute time of learning-
based adaptive traffic signal controllers and the generation
of results for all controllers. By making the framework
computationally efficient, the search for optimal hyperpa-
rameters is tractable with modest hardware (e.g., 8 core
CPU). The framework was designed to scale to develop
adaptive controllers for any SUMO network.
All source code used in this manuscript can be retrieved
from https://github.com/docwza/sumolights.
III. TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROLLERS
Before describing each traffic signal controller in detail,
elements common to all are detailed. All of the included traffic
signal controllers share the following; a set of intersection
lanes L, decomposed into incoming Linc and outgoing lanes
Lout and a set of green phases P . The set of incoming lanes
with green movements in phase p ∈ P is denoted as Lp,inc
and their outgoing lanes as Lp,out.
A. Non-Learning Traffic Signal Controllers
1) Uniform: A simple cycle-based, uniform phase duration
traffic signal controller is included for use as a base-line
comparison to the other controllers. The uniform controller’s
only hyperparameter is the green duration u, which defines
the same duration for all green phases; the next phase is
determined by a cycle.
2) Websters: Webster’s method develops a cycle-based,
fixed phase length traffic signal controller using phase flow
data [53]. The authors propose an adaptive Webster’s traffic
signal controller by collecting data for a time interval W in
duration and then using Webster’s method to calculate the
cycle and green phase durations for the next W time interval.
This adaptive Webster’s essentially uses the most recent W
interval to collect data and assumes the traffic demand will
be approximately the same during the next W interval. The
selection of W is important and exhibits various trade-offs,
smaller values allow for more frequent adaptations to changing
traffic demands at the risk of instability while larger values
adapt less frequently but allow for increased stability. Pseudo-
code for the Webster’s traffic signal controller is presented in
Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, F represents the set of phase flows collected
over the most recent W interval and R represents the total
cycle lost time. In addition to the time interval hyperparameter
W , the adaptive Webster’s algorithm also has hyperparameters
defining a minimum cycle duration cmin, maximum cycle
duration cmax and lane saturation flow rate s.
3) Max-pressure: The Max-pressure algorithm develops
an acyclic, dynamic phase length traffic signal controller.
The Max-pressure algorithm models vehicles in lanes as a
substance in a pipe and enacts control in a manner which
attempts to maximize the relief of pressure between incoming
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TABLE I
ADAPTIVE TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROL RELATED WORK.
Research Network Intersections Multi-agent RL Function Approximation
[45] Grid 15 Max-plus Model-based N/A
[27] Grid, Corridor <10 None Q-learning Linear
[46] Springfield, USA 20 Max-plus Q-learning N/A
[28] Toronto, Canada 59 Game Theory Q-learning Tabular
[47] N/A 50 Holonic Q-learning N/A
[48] Grid 22 Reward Sharing Q-learning Bayesian
[49] Grid 100 Regional Q-learning Linear
[50] Barcelona, Spain 43 Centralized DDPG DNN1
[33] Tehran, Iran 50 None Actor-Critic RBF2, Tile Coding
[51] Changsha, China 96 Reward sharing Q-learning Linear
[52] Luxembourg City 195 None DDPG DNN
1 Deep Neural Network (DNN).
2 Radial Basis Function (RBF).
Algorithm 1 Webster’s Algorithm
1: procedure WEBSTER(cmin, cmax, s, F,R)
2: #compute critical lanes for each phase
3: Y = { max({Fls for l in Lp,inc }) for p in P }
4: #compute cycle length
5: C = (1.5∗R)+51.0−∑Y
6: if C < cmin then
7: C = cmin
8: else if C > cmax then
9: C = cmax
10: end if
11: G = C −R
12: #allocate green time proportional to flow
13: return C, { G y∑Y for y in Y }
14: end procedure
and outgoing lanes [13]. For a given green phase p, the
pressure is defined in (1).
Pressure(p) =
∑
l∈Lp,inc
|Vl| −
∑
l∈Lp,out
|Vl| (1)
Where Lp,inc represents the set of incoming lanes with
green movements in phase p and Lp,out represents the set of
outgoing lanes from all incoming lanes in Lp,inc.
Pseudo-code for the Max-pressure traffic signal controller
is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Max-pressure Algorithm
1: procedure MAXPRESSURE(gmin, tp, P )
2: if tp < gmin then
3: tp = tp + 1
4: else
5: tp = 0
6: #next phase has largest pressure
7: return argmax({ Pressure(p) for p in P })
8: end if
9: end procedure
In Algorithm 2, tp represents the time spent in the current
phase. The Max-pressure algorithm requires a minimum green
time hyperparameter gmin which ensures a newly enacted
phase has a minimum duration.
4) Self Organizing Traffic Lights: Self-organizing traffic
lights (SOTL) [17], [18], [19] develop a cycle-based, dynamic
phase length traffic signal controller based on self-organizing
principles, where a “...self-organizing system would be one
in which elements are designed to dynamically and au-
tonomously solve a problem or perform a function at the
system level.” [18, p. 2].
Pseudo-code for the SOTL traffic signal controller is pre-
sented in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 SOTL Algorithm
1: procedure SOTL(tp, gmin, θ, ω, µ)
2: #accumulate red phase vehicles time integral
3: κ = κ+
∑
l∈Linc−Lp,inc |Vl|
4: if tp > gmin then
5: #vehicles approaching in current green phase
6: #< ω distance of stop line
7: n =
∑
l∈Lp,inc |Vl|
8: #only consider phase change if no platoon
9: #or too large n > µ
10: if n > µ or n == 0 then
11: if κ > θ then
12: κ = 0
13: #next phase in cycle
14: i = i+ 1
15: return Pimod|P |
16: end if
17: end if
18: end if
19: end procedure
The SOTL algorithm functions by changing lights accord-
ing to a vehicle-time integral threshold θ constrained by a
minimum green phase duration gmin. Additionally, small (i.e.
n < µ) vehicle platoons are kept together by preventing a
phase change if sufficiently close (i.e., at a distance < ω) to
the stop line.
B. Learning Traffic Signal Controllers
Reinforcement learning uses the framework of Markov
Decision Processes to solve goal-oriented, sequential decision-
making problems by repeatedly acting in an environment.
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At discrete points in time t, a reinforcement learning agent
observes the environment state st and then uses a policy pi to
determine an action at. After implementing its selected action,
the agent receives feedback from the environment in the form
of a reward rt and observes a new environment state st+1.
The reward quantifies how ‘well’ the agent is achieving its
goal (e.g., score in a game, completed tasks). This process
is repeated until a terminal state sterminal is reached, and
then begins anew. The return Gt =
∑k=T
k=0 γ
krt+k is the
accumulation of rewards by the agent over some time horizon
T , discounted by γ ∈ [0, 1). The agent seeks to maximize the
expected return E[Gt] from each state st. The agent develops
an optimal policy pi∗ to maximize the return.
There are many techniques for an agent to learn the optimal
policy, however, most of them rely on estimating value func-
tions. Value functions are useful to estimate future rewards.
State value functions V pi(s) = E[Gt|st = s] represent the
expected return starting from state s and following policy pi.
Action value functions Qpi(s, a) = E[Gt|st = s, at = a]
represent the expected return starting from state s, taking ac-
tion a and following policy pi. In practice, value functions are
unknown and must be estimated using sampling and function
approximation techniques. Parametric function approximation,
such as neural networks, use a set of parameters θ to estimate
an unknown function f(x|θ) ≈ f(x). To develop accurate
approximations, the function parameters must be developed
with some optimization technique.
Experiences are tuples et = (st, at, rt, st+1) that represent
an interaction between the agent and the environment at time t.
A reinforcement learning agent interacts with its environment
in trajectories or sequences of experiences et, et+1, et+2, ....
Trajectories begin in an initial state sinit and end in a terminal
state sterminal. To accurately estimate value functions, expe-
riences are used to optimize the parameters. If neural network
function approximation is used, the parameters are optimized
using experiences to perform gradient-based techniques and
backpropagation [54], [55]. Additional technical details re-
garding the proposed reinforcement learning adaptive traffic
signal controllers can be found in the Appendix.
To train reinforcement learning controllers for all intersec-
tions, a distributed acting, centralized learning architecture is
developed [56], [57], [58]. Using parallel computing, multiple
actors and learners are created, illustrated in Figure 1. Actors
have their own instance of the traffic simulation and neural
networks for all intersections. Learners are assigned a subset
of all intersections, for each they have a neural network and
an experience replay buffer D. Actors generate experiences
et for all intersections and send them to the appropriate
learner. Learners only receive experiences for their assigned
subset of intersections. The learner stores the experiences
in an experience replay buffer, which is uniformly sampled
for batches to optimize the neural network parameters. After
computing parameter updates, learners send new parameters
to all actors.
There are many benefits to this architecture, foremost being
that it makes the problem feasible; because there are hundreds
of agents, distributing computation across many actors and
learners is necessary to decrease training time. Another benefit
is experience diversity, granted by multiple environments and
varied exploration rates.
C. DQN
The proposed DQN traffic signal controller enacts control by
choosing the next green phase without utilizing a phase cycle.
This acyclic architecture is motivated by the observation that
enacting phases in a repeating sequence may be contributing
to sub-optimal control policy. After the DQN has selected the
next phase, it is enacted for a fixed duration known as an
action repeat arepeat. After the phase has been enacted for the
action repeat duration, a new phase is selected acyclically.
1) State: The proposed state observation for the DQN is a
combination of the most recent green phase and the density
and queue of incoming lanes at the intersection at time t.
Assume each intersection has a set L of incoming lanes and
a set P of green phases. The state space is then defined as
S ∈ (R2|L| × B|P |+1). The density and queue of each lane
are normalized to the range [0, 1] by dividing by the lane’s
jam density kj . The most recent phase is encoded as a one-
hot vector B|P |+1, where the plus one encodes the all-red
clearance phase.
2) Action: The proposed action space for the DQN traffic
signal controller is the next green phase. The DQN selects
one action from a discrete set, in this model one of the many
possible green phases at ∈ P . After a green phase has been
selected, it is enacted for a duration equal to the action repeat
arepeat.
3) Reward: The reward used to train the DQN traffic signal
controller is a function of vehicle delay. Delay d is the
difference in time between a vehicle’s free-flow travel time
and actual travel time. Specifically, the reward is the negative
sum of all vehicles’ delay at the intersection, defined in (2):
rt = −
∑
v∈V
dvt (2)
Where V is the set of all vehicles on incoming lanes at
the intersection, and dtv is the delay of vehicle v at time t.
Defined in this way, the reward is a punishment, with the
agent’s goal to minimize the amount of punishment it receives.
Each intersection saves the reward with the largest magnitude
experienced to perform minimum reward normalization rt|rmin|
to scale the reward to the range [−1, 0] for stability.
4) Agent Architecture: The agent approximates the action-
value Q function with a deep artificial neural network. The
action-value function Q is two hidden layers of 3(|st|) fully
connected neurons with exponential linear unit (ELU) acti-
vation functions and the output layer is |P | neurons with
linear activation functions. The Q function’s input is the local
intersection state st. A visualization of the DQN is presented
in Fig. 1.
D. DDPG Traffic Signal Controller
The proposed DDPG traffic signal controller implements
a cycle with dynamic phase durations. This architecture is
motivated by the observation that cycle-based policies can
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Fig. 1. Adaptive traffic signal control DDPG and DQN neural network agents (left) and distributed acting, centralized learning architecture (right) composed
of actors and learners. Each actor has one SUMO network as an environment and neural networks for all intersections. Each learner is assigned a subset of
intersections at the beginning of training and is only responsible for computing parameter updates for their assigned intersections, effectively distributing the
computation load for learning. However, learners distribute parameter updates to all actors.
maintain fairness and ensure a minimum quality of service
between all intersection users. Once the next green phase has
been determined using the cycle, the policy pi is used to select
its duration. Explicitly, the reinforcement learning agent is
learning how long in duration to make the next green phase in
the cycle to maximize its return. Additionally, the cycle skips
phases when no vehicles are present on incoming lanes.
1) Actor State: The proposed state observation for the actor
is a combination of the current phase and the density and queue
of incoming lanes at the intersection at time t. The state space
is then defined as S ∈ (R2|L|×B|P |+1). The density and queue
of each lane are normalized to the range [0, 1] by dividing by
the lane’s jam density kj . The current phase is encoded as a
one-hot vector B|P |+1, where the plus one encodes the all-red
clearance phase.
2) Critic State: The proposed state observation for the critic
combines the state st and the actor’s action at, depicted in
Figure 1.
3) Action: The proposed action space for the adaptive
traffic signal controller is the duration of the next green
phase in seconds. The action controls the duration of the
next phase; there is no agency over what the next phase
is, only on how long it will last. The DDPG algorithm
produces a continuous output, a real number over some range
at ∈ R. Since the DDPG algorithm outputs a real number
and the phase duration is defined in intervals of seconds, the
output is rounded to the nearest integer. In practice, phase
durations are bounded by minimum time gmin and a maximum
time gmax hyperparameters to ensure a minimum quality of
service for all users. Therefore the agent selects an action
{at ∈ Z|gmin ≤ at ≤ gmax} as the next phase duration.
4) Reward: The reward used to train the DDPG traffic
signal controller is the same delay reward used by the DQN
traffic signal controller defined in (2).
5) Agent Architecture: The agent approximates the policy
pi and action-value Q function with deep artificial neural
networks. The policy function is two hidden layers of 3|st|
fully connected neurons, each with batch normalization and
ELU activation functions, and the output layer is one neuron
with a hyperbolic tangent activation function. The action-value
function Q is two hidden layers of 3(|st|+|at|) fully connected
neurons with batch normalization and ELU activation func-
tions and the output layer is one neuron with a linear activation
function. The policy’s input is the intersection’s local traffic
state st and the action-value function’s input is the local state
concatenated with the local action st + at. The action-value
Q function also uses a L2 weight regularization of λ = 0.01.
By deep reinforcement learning standards the networks used
are not that deep, however, their architecture is selected for
simplicity and they can easily be modified within the frame-
work. Simple deep neural networks were also implemented to
allow for future scalability, as the proposed framework can be
deployed to any SUMO network - to reduce the computational
load the default networks are simple.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Hyperparameter Optimization
To demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed framework,
experiments are conducted on optimizing adaptive traffic sig-
nal control hyperparameters. The framework is for use with the
SUMO traffic microsimulator [5], which was used to evaluate
the developed adaptive traffic signal controllers. Understanding
how sensitive any specific adaptive traffic signal controller’s
performance is to changes in hyperparameters is important
to instill confidence that the solution is robust. Determining
optimal hyperparameters is necessary to ensure a balanced
comparison between adaptive traffic signal control methods.
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gneJ0 gneJ6
Fig. 2. Two intersection SUMO network used for hyperparameter ex-
periments. In addition to this two intersection network, a single, isolated
intersection is also included with the framework.
Using the hyperparameter optimization script included in
the framework, a grid search is performed with the imple-
mented controllers’ hyperparameters on a two intersection
network, shown in Fig. 2 under a simulated three hour dynamic
traffic demand scenario. The results for each traffic signal
controller are displayed in Fig. 3 and collectively in Fig. 4.
As can be observed in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 the choice of
hyperparameter significantly impacts the performance of the
given traffic signal controller. As a general trend observed
in Fig. 3, methods with larger numbers of hyperparameters
(e.g., SOTL, DDPG, DQN) exhibit greater performance vari-
ance than methods with fewer hyperparameters (e.g., Max-
pressure). Directly comparing methods in Fig. 4 demonstrates
non-learning adaptive traffic signal control methods (e.g.,
Max-pressure, Webster’s) robustness to hyperparameter values
and high performance (i.e., lowest travel time). Learning-based
methods exhibit higher variance with changes in hyperparam-
eters, DQN more so than DDPG. In the following section, the
best hyperparameters for each adaptive traffic signal controller
will be used to further investigate and compare performance.
B. Optimized Adaptive Traffic Signal Controllers
Using the optimized hyperparameters all traffic signal con-
trollers are subjected to an additional 32 simulations with
random seeds to estimate their performance, quantified using
network travel time, individual intersection queue and delay
measures of effectiveness (MoE). Results are presented in Fig.
5 and Fig. 6.
Observing the travel time boxplots in Fig. 5, the SOTL
controller produces the worst results, exhibiting a mean travel
time almost twice the next closest method and with many
significant outliers. The Max-pressure algorithm achieves the
best performance, with the lowest mean and median along
with the lowest standard deviation. The DQN, DDPG, Uniform
and Webster’s controllers achieve approximately equal perfor-
mance, however, the DQN controller has significant outliers,
indicating some vehicles experience much longer travel times
than most.
Each intersection’s queue and delay MoE with respect to
each adaptive traffic signal controller is presented in Fig. 6.
The results are consistent with previous observations from
the hyperparameter search and travel time data, however, the
reader’s attention is directed to comparing the performance
of DQN and DDPG in Fig. 6. The DQN controller performs
poorly (i.e., high queues and delay) at the beginning and end
of the simulation when traffic demand is low. However, at the
demand peak, the DQN controller performs just as well, if
not a little better, than every method except the Max-pressure
controller. Simultaneously considering the DDPG controller,
the performance is opposite the DQN controller. The DDPG
controller achieves relatively low queues and delay at the
beginning and end of the simulation and then is bested by
the DQN controller in the middle of the simulation when the
demand peaks. This performance difference can potentially
be understood by considering the difference between the
DQN and DDPG controllers. The DQN’s ability to select
the next phase acyclically under high traffic demand may
allow it to reduce queues and delay more than the cycle
constrained DDPG controller. However, it is curious that
under low demands the DQN controller performance suffers
when it should be relatively simple to develop the optimal
policy. The DQN controller may be overfitting to the periods
in the environment when the magnitude of the rewards are
large (i.e., in the middle of the simulation when the demand
peaks) and converging to a policy that doesn’t generalize
well to the environment when the traffic demand is low.
The author’s present these findings to reader’s and suggest
future research investigate this and other issues to understand
the performance difference between reinforcement learning
traffic signal controllers. Understanding the advantages and
disadvantages of a variety of controllers can provide insight
into developing future improvements.
V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Learning and non-learning adaptive traffic signal controllers
have been developed within an optimized framework for the
traffic microsimulator SUMO for use by the research com-
munity. The proposed framework’s capabilities were demon-
strated by studying adaptive traffic signal control algorithm’s
sensitivity to hyperparameters, which was found to be sensi-
tive with hyperparameter rich controllers (i.e., learning) and
relatively insensitive with hyperparameter sparse controllers
(i.e., heuristics). Poor hyperparameters can drastically alter
the performance of an adaptive traffic signal controller, lead-
ing researchers to erroneous conclusions about an adaptive
traffic signal controller’s performance. This research provides
evidence that dozens or hundreds of hyperparameter config-
urations may have to be tested before selecting the optimal
one.
Using the optimized hyperparamters, each adaptive con-
troller’s performance was estimated and the Max-pressure
controller was found to achieve the best performance, yielding
the lowest travel times, queues and delay. This manuscript’s
research provides evidence that heuristics can offer powerful
solutions even compared to complex deep-learning methods.
This is not to suggest that this is definitively the case in all en-
vironments and circumstances. The authors’ hypothesize that
learning-based controllers can be further developed to offer
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Fig. 3. Individual hyperparameter results for each traffic signal controller. Travel time is used as a measure of effectiveness and is estimated for each
hyperparameter from eight simulations with random seeds in units of seconds (s). The coloured dots gradient from green (best) to red (worst) orders the
hyperparameters by the sum of the travel time mean and standard deviation. Note differing scales between graph axes making direct visual comparison biased.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of all traffic signal controller hyperparameter travel time performance. Note both vertical and horizontal axis limits have been clipped at
200 to improve readability.
improved performance that may yet best the non-learning,
heuristic-based methods detailed in this research. Promising
extensions that have improved reinforcement learning in other
applications and may do the same for adaptive traffic signal
control include richer function approximators [59], [60], [61]
and reinforcement learning algorithms [62], [63], [64].
The authors intend for the framework to grow, with the addi-
tion of more adaptive traffic signal controllers and features. In
its current state, the framework can already aid adaptive traffic
signal control researchers rapidly experiment on a SUMO
network of their choice. Acknowledging the importance of
optimizing our transportation systems, the authors hope this
research helps others solve practical problems.
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APPENDIX A
DQN
Deep Q-Networks [65] combine Q-learning and deep neural
networks to produce autonomous agents capable of solving
complex tasks in high-dimensional environments. Q-learning
[66] is a model-free, off-policy, value-based temporal dif-
ference [67] reinforcement learning algorithm which can be
used to develop an optimal discrete action space policy for
a given problem. Like other temporal difference algorithms,
Q-learning uses bootstrapping [68] (i.e., using an estimate to
improve future estimates) to develop an action-value function
Q(s, a) which can estimate the expected return of taking action
a in state s and acting optimally thereafter. If the Q function
can be estimated accurately it can be used to derive the optimal
policy pi∗ = argmaxaQ(s, a). In DQN the Q function is
approximated with a deep neural network. The DQN algorithm
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utilizes two techniques to ensure stable development of the Q
function with DNN function approximation - a target network
and experience replay. Two parameter sets are used when
training a DQN, online θ and target θ′. The target parameters
θ′ are used to stabilize the return estimates when performing
updates to the neural network and are periodically changed to
the online parameters θ′ = θ at a fixed interval. The experience
replay is a buffer which stores the most recent D experience
tuples to create a slowly changing dataset. The experience
replay is uniformly sampled from for experience batches to
update the Q function online parameters θ.
Training a deep neural network requires a loss function,
which is used to determine how to change the parameters to
achieve better approximations of the training data. Reinforce-
ment learning develops value functions (e.g., neural networks)
using experiences from the environment.
The DQN’s loss function is the gradient of the mean squared
error of the return Gt target yt and the prediction, defined in
(3).
yt = rt + γQ(st+1, argmaxaQ(st+1, a|θ′)|θ′)
LDQN(θ) = (yt −Q(st, at|θ))2
(3)
APPENDIX B
DDPG
Deep deterministic policy gradients [69] are an extension
of DQN to continuous action spaces. Similiar to Q-learning,
DDPG is a model-free, off-policy reinforcement learning al-
gorithm. The DDPG algorithm is an example of actor-critic
learning, as it develops a policy function pi(s|φ) (i.e., actor)
using an action-value function Q(s, a|θ) (i.e., critic). The actor
interacts with the environment and modifies its behaviour
based on feedback from the critic.
The DDPG critic’s loss function is the gradient of the mean
squared error of the return Gt target yt and the prediction,
defined in (4).
yt = rt + γQ(st+1, pi(st+1|φ′)|θ′)
LCritic(θ) = (yt −Q(st, at|θ))2
(4)
The DDPG actor’s loss function is the sampled policy
gradient, defined in (5).
LActor(θ) = ∇θQ(st, pi(st|φ)|θ) (5)
Like DQN, DDPG uses two sets of parameters, online θ
and target θ′, and experience replay [70] to reduce instability
during training. DDPG performs updates on the parameters
for both the actor and critic by uniformly sampling batches of
experiences from the replay. The target parameters are slowly
updated towards the online parameters according to θ′ = (1−
τ)θ′ + (τ)θ after every batch update.
APPENDIX C
TECHNICAL
Software used include SUMO 1.2.0 [5], Tensorflow 1.13
[71], SciPy [72] and public code [73]. The neural network
parameters were initialized with He [74] and optimized using
Adam [75].
To ensure intersection safety, two second yellow change and
three second all-red clearance phases were inserted between all
green phase transitions. For the DQN and DDPG traffic signal
controllers, if no vehicles are present at the intersection, the
phase defaults to all-red, which is considered a terminal state
sterminal. Each intersection’s state observation is bounded by
150 m (i.e., the queue and density are calculated from vehicles
up to a maximum of 150 m from the intersection stop line).
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